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Capetian France 987-1328
2014-06-06

in 987 when hugh capet took the throne of france founding a dynasty which was to rule for over 300 years his kingdom was
weak and insignificant but by 1100 the kingdom of france was beginning to dominate the cultural nd religious life of western
europe in the centuries that followed to scholars and to poets to reforming churchmen and monks to crusaders and the
designers of churches france was the hub of the universe la douce france drew people like a magnet even though its kings were
until about 1200 comparatively insignificant figures then thanks to the conquests and reforms of king philip augustus france
became a dominant force in political and economic terms as well producing a saint king louis ix and in philip iv a ruler so
powerful that he could dictate to popes and emperors spanning france s development across four centuries capetian france is a
definitive book this second edition has been carefully revised to take account of the very latest work without losing the original
book s popular balance between a compelling narrative and an fascinating examination of the period s main themes

France in the Middle Ages 987-1460
1992

beginning in 500 with the fusion of classical christian and germanic cultures and ending in 1300 with a europe united by a desire
for growth knowledge and change this volume provides basic information on the significant cultural figures of the middle ages it
includes over 400 people whose contributions in literature religion philosophy education or politics influenced the development
and culture of the medieval world while focusing on western european figures the book does not neglect those from byzantium
baghdad and the arab world who also contributed to the politics religion and culture of western europe europe underwent
fundamental changes during the middle ages it changed from a preliterate to a literate society cities became a vital part of the
economy culture and social structure the poor and serfs went to the cities the devout joined monastic orders christianity spread
throughout europe while a man was born in mecca who would change the shape of the religious map islam spread throughout
the holy land christian piety led to the crusades this book provides a convenient guide to those who helped shape these
movements and counter movements during this era that would pave the way for the renaissance

France in the Middle Ages 987-1460
1993

free soil in the atlantic world examines the principle that slaves who crossed particular territorial frontiers from european
medieval cities to the atlantic nation states of the nineteenth century achieved their freedom based upon legislation and judicial
cases each essay considers the legal origins of free soil and the context in which it was invoked medieval england toulouse and
medieval france early modern france and the mediterranean the netherlands eighteenth century portugal nineteenth century
angola nineteenth century spain and cuba and the brazilian paraguay borderlands on the one hand free soil policies were
deployed by weaker polities to attract worker settlers however by the eighteenth century free soil was increasingly invoked by
european imperial centres to distinguish colonial regimes based in slavery from the privileges and liberties associated with the
metropole this book was originally published as a special issue of slavery and abolition

Water-supply Paper
1946

intended as a military biography this book studies the scope of henry plantagenet s warfare during his tenure as count of anjou
duke of normandy and king of england relying heavily upon medieval documents it analyzes his generalship and reexamines his
place amongst the important military commanders in english history

The Rise of the Medieval World 500-1300
2002-05-30

much has been written about the complex relationship between england and the papacy in the 14th century yet the form rather
than the content of the diplomatic intercourse between these two protagonists has not hitherto been examined in detail drawing
on a wide range of unpublished sources pluger explores the techniques of communication employed by the crown in its dealings
with clement vi 1342 52 and innocent vi 1352 62 methodologies of social and cultural history and of international relations are
brought to bear on the analysis of the dialogue between westminster and avignon resulting in a more complete picture of 14th
century anglo papal relations in particular and of medieval diplomatic practice in general

Free Soil in the Atlantic World
2016-04-14

fran ois hartog explores crucial moments of change in societyÕs Òregimes of historicityÓ or its way of relating to the past
present and future inspired by arendt koselleck and ricoeur hartog analyzes a broad range of texts positioning the the odyssey
as a work on the threshold of a historical consciousness and then contrasting it against an investigation of the anthropologist
marshall sahlinsÕs concept of Òheroic history Ó he tracks changing perspectives on time in ch teaubriandÕs historical essay and
travels in america and sets them alongside other writings from the french revolution he revisits the insight of the french annals
school and situates pierre noraÕs realms of memory within a history of heritage and our contemporary presentism our presentist
present is by no means uniform or clear cut and it is experienced very differently depending on oneÕs position in society there
are flows and acceleration but also what the sociologist robert castel calls the Òstatus of casual workers Ó whose present is
languishing before their very eyes and who have no past except in a complicated way especially in the case of immigrants exiles
and migrants and no real future since the temporality of plans and projects is denied them presentism is therefore experienced
as either emancipation or enclosure in some cases with ever greater speed and mobility and in others by living from hand to
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mouth in a stagnating present hartog also accounts for the fact that the future is perceived as a threat and not a promise we live
in a time of catastrophe one he feels we have brought upon ourselves

Henry II
2007

throughout history royal dynasties have dominated countries and empires around the world kings queens emperors chiefs
pharaohs czars whatever title they ruled by monarchs have shaped institutions rituals and cultures in every time period and
every corner of the globe the concept of monarchy originated in prehistoric times and evolved over centuries right up to the
present efforts to overthrow monarchies or evade their rule such as the american french chinese and russian revolutions are
considered turning points in world history even today many countries retain their monarchies although in vastly reduced form
with little political power one cannot understand human history and government without understanding monarchs and
monarchies this fully illustrated encyclopedia provides the first complete survey of all the major rulers and ruling families of the
world past and present no other reference work approaches the topic with the same sense of magnitude or connection to
historical context arranged in a z format for ease of access world monarchies and dynasties includes information on major
monarchs and dynasties from ancient time to the present this set includes overviews of reigns and successions genealogical
charts and dynastic timelines addresses concepts problems and theories of monarchy provides background and information for
further research highlights important places structures symbols events and legends related to particular monarchs and dynasties
includes a master bibliography and multiple indexes

England and the Avignon Popes
2017-12-02

few medieval or renaissance political writers male or female wrote more works on politics than christine de pizan none of them
addressed audiences so varied in class or gender yet until now there has been no comprehensive full length study of christine de
pizan s political thought with the political theory of christine de pizan kate forhan rectifies this oversight situating de pizan in the
history of political thought while discussing traditional concerns of political theorists such as justice obligation law equality and
just war forhan also addresses the question of whether pizan s work is original or derivative whether she is a theorist or merely a
political writer between 1400 and 1429 at a time of great civil strife in france christine de pizan wrote ten books for the
instruction and guidance of those engaged in political life her theory is focused on a politics of inclusion which validates the
essential contribution of each member of the body politic to the whole despite socially and politically mandated difference of
class nationality and gender ideas not without significance to the modern era as forhan demonstrates through analysis of her
work the thought of christine de pizan has true relevance for modern times first hers was a society in transition new class
structures new occupations and new aspirations were appearing behind the crumbling structures of the late medieval world
secondly christine de pizan was an outsider a woman in a world dominated by men an italian in france a member of the
meritocracy at a court that was rigidly hierarchical her difference gave her the perspective to observe her society objectively her
personal vulnerability allowed her to see politics more clearly as those who are most vulnerable might see our own thirdly she
was a shrewd observer in a country that was emerging as a nation state where new concepts and practices of law justice
administration and politics in general were in the process of development this book will be of interest to political theorists and
political scientists medieval historians historians of women and gender and scholars of comparative literature

Regimes of Historicity
2015-01-13

publisher description

World Monarchies and Dynasties
2015-06-01

the middle ages saw the rise of feudalism in the european countryside when most people spent their lives working the land to
feed the growing population across the continent read about how peasants lived and worked in the medieval village

The Political Theory of Christine de Pizan
2017-07-05

is there a western way of war which pursues battles of annihilation and single minded military victory is warfare on a path to
ever greater destructive force this magisterial account answers these questions by tracing the history of western thinking about
strategy the employment of military force as a political instrument from antiquity to the present day assessing sources from
vegetius to contemporary america and with a particular focus on strategy since the napoleonic wars beatrice heuser explores
the evolution of strategic thought the social institutions norms and patterns of behaviour within which it operates the policies
that guide it and the cultures that influence it ranging across technology and warfare total warfare and small wars as well as
land sea air and nuclear warfare she demonstrates that warfare and strategic thinking have fluctuated wildly in their aims
intensity limitations and excesses over the past two millennia

France and the Holy Land
2004-05-14

a detailed and richly illustrated analysis of charisma and the political and cultural conditions in which charismatic figures arise
this work of historical sociology critically engages with max weber s ambiguous concept of charisma to examine the charismatic
careers of a number of figures including joan of arc hitler and nelson mandela as well as that of jesus who the author contends in
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contradistinction to max weber was not a charismatic leader in spite of his portrayal in christian theology shedding light on the
process of charismatic transformation as it occurs within intensely solidaristic groups and the importance of patronage in
charismatic careers the book distinguishes between charismatic rule and charismatic leadership with close attention to the social
and political legacy of charisma for modern capitalism it also examines the emergence of a global class of the super rich a
process buttressed by a belief on the part of business leaders in their own charismatic powers a rigorous examination of the
under researched political process of charisma the understanding of which remains as important in modern society as in history
charisma and patronage will appeal to students and scholars across a range of disciplines including sociology history politics and
social geography

The Countryside in Medieval Europe
2016-07-15

inspired by transnational research on medieval state formation this book presents a comprehensive study of the political
incorporation and subsequent judicial and administrative integration of iceland the faroes shetland and orkney into the
norwegian realm c 1195 1397

The Evolution of Strategy
2010-10-14

this book provides an indispensable resource for high school and college students interested in the history and current status of
gender identity formation and maintenance and how it impacts lgbtq rights throughout the world gender and identity around the
world explores a variety of gender and lgbtq experiences and issues in countries from all the world s regions guided by more
than 50 recognized academic experts readers will examine how gender and lgbtq identities are developed fought for perceived
and policed in countries as diverse as france brazil russia jordan iraq and china each chapter opens with a general introduction
to a country or group of countries and flows into a discussion of gender and identity in terms of culture education family life
health and wellness law work and activism in that region of the world a section on contemporary issues specific to the country or
group of countries follows this discussion

Charisma and Patronage
2016-04-15

essays on nationalism revolution and other relevant topics from the author of the origins of scottish nationhood prize winning
scholar and author neil davidson explores classic themes of nation state and revolution in this collection of essays ranging from
the extent to which nationalism can be a component of left wing politics to the difference between bourgeois and socialist
revolutions the book concludes with an extended discussion of the different meanings history has for conservatives radicals and
marxists

The Incorporation and Integration of the King's Tributary Lands into the
Norwegian Realm c. 1195-1397
2011-05-23

matthews brings a scientist s skepticism and scrutiny to widely held ideas and beliefs about viticulture often promulgated by
people who have not tried to grow grapes for a living and subjects them to critical examination is terroir primarily a marketing
ploy that obscures our understanding of which environments really produce the best wine can grapevines that yield a high berry
crop generate wines of high quality what does it mean to have vines that are balanced or grapes that are fully mature do
biodynamic practices violate biological principles these and other questions will be addressed in a book that could alternatively
be titled in homage to a pup bestseller on wine bullshit provided by publisher

Gender and Identity around the World [2 volumes]
2020-11-09

die studie johannes xxii avignon und europa widmet sich mit einem innovativen ansatz einem kontrovers diskutierten pontifikat
und ordnet hierbei anhand der in den päpstlichen registerserien überlieferten kurialen korrespondenz klassische themen wie die
auseinandersetzung zwischen kaisertum und papsttum in einen europäischen vergleichshorizont ein fallstudien die von den
britischen inseln bis zum mittelmeer reichen geben daneben den mechanismen strukturen und akteuren der päpstlichen politik
eine deutliche kontur wobei auch die grundsätzliche rolle des papsttums im spätmittelalterlichen europa aus einem neuen
blickwinkel betrachtet wird by implementing a european approach the study offers a new view on the controversial pontificate of
john xxii through examination of the correspondence preserved in the papal registers classic topics like the dispute between
papacy and empire can be interpreted within a broader context while case studies ranging from the british isles to the
mediterranean reveal the mechanisms and actors of papal politics in late medieval europe

We Cannot Escape History
2015-12-01

often misleadingly called the dark ages the period between the fall of rome and the renaissance was a time of great creativity
the middle ages gave rise to some of the world s most enduring and influential literary works including dante s commedia
chaucer s the canterbury tales and a large body of arthurian lore and legend this reference is a comprehensive guide to
literature written between 500 and 1500 while the volume is primarily devoted to the early literature of england it also includes
entries for historical persons and subjects of cultural relevance which would have been discussed in literary works or which
might have affected their creation multicultural in scope the book also covers islamic hispanic celtic mongolian germanic italian
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and russian literature and culture of the middle ages longer entries provide thorough coverage of major english authors such as
chaucer and malory and of entire genres such as drama lyric ballad debate saga chronicle and hagiography shorter entries
examine particular literary works significant kings artists explorers and religious leaders important themes such as courtly love
and chivalry and major historical events such as the crusades the entries are written by scholars and each entry concludes with
a brief bibliography the volume closes with a list of the most valuable general works for further reading

Terroir and Other Myths of Winegrowing
2016-03-15

this study traces and analyses the evolution of domestic space in maltese vernacular and polite houses from medieval to
contemporary times

Johannes XXII., Avignon und Europa
2013-09-12

the thirteen essays in this volume are dedicated to professor dennis ager on his retirement their range is eloquent testimony to
the catholicity and openness of professor ager s approach to what was originally called area studies they celebrate the diversity
over which he presided as head of the french department and head of the faculty of modern language s at aston university in
the period 1971 1998

Encyclopedia of Medieval Literature
2000-07-30

a gang of ruthless pirates and the prospect of civil war threaten medieval britain sir baldwin de furnshill and bailiff simon puttock
michael jeck s savvy sleuths are on the case again in the death ship of dartmouth another compelling well crafted tale in the
knights templar series perfect for fans of ellis peters and bernard cornwell autumn 1324 when a man is found dead in the middle
of a dartmouth road many assume his demise to be the result of a drunken accident meanwhile a ship is found ravaged by
pirates out at sea the crew killed or captured could this be the beginning of a new onslaught or something even more sinister sir
baldwin de furnshill has been told of spies and messengers being sent to the great traitor roger mortimer in france if this is true
then civil war in england is surely imminent together with his friend simon puttock baldwin is tasked by the most powerful men
in the kingdom with uncovering the truth fail and they will be executed succeed and others may be ready to silence them for
ever what readers are saying about the death ship of dartmouth michael s books are full of intrigue and mystery and they are
particularly well researched michael jecks has got to be my number one author i just can t get enough of his books if you like a
medieval whodunnit this is the writer for you one of the finest entries in a consistently outstanding series five stars

The Development of Domestic Space in the Maltese Islands from the Late
Middle Ages to the Second Half of the Twentieth Century
2016-08-15

in this volume heide gerstenberger investigates the development of bourgeois state power by on the one hand proposing a
critique of different variants of the structural functionalist theory of the state and on the other hand analysing the examples of
england and france the central thesis of the work is that the bourgeois form of capitalist state power arose only where capitalist
societies developed out of state structures that were already rationalised

Productivity in Urban Transportation
1974

a world history of tax rebellions is an exhaustive reference source for over 4 300 years of riots rebellions protests and war
triggered by abusive taxation and tax collecting systems around the world each of the chronologically arranged entries focuses
on a specific historical event analyzing its roots and socio economic context

Geological Survey Water-supply Paper
1975

reassessing the developing world through the lens of europe s past today s developing nations emerged from the rubble of the
second world war only a handful of these countries have subsequently attained a level of prosperity and security comparable to
that of the advanced industrial world the implication is clear those who study the developing world in order to learn how
development can be achieved lack the data to do so in the development dilemma robert bates responds to this challenge by
turning to history focusing on england and france by the end of the eighteenth century england stood poised to enter the great
transformation france by contrast verged on state failure and life and property were insecure probing the histories of these
countries bates uncovers a powerful tension between prosperity and security both may be necessary for development he argues
but efforts to achieve the one threaten the achievement of the other a fundamental tension pervades the political economy of
development bates also argues that while the creation of a central hierarchy a state may be necessary to the achievement of
development it is not sufficient what matters is how the power of the state is used france and england teach us that in some
settings the seizure and redistribution of wealth not its safeguarding and fostering is a winning political strategy these countries
also suggest the features that mark those settings features that appear in nations throughout the developing world returning to
the present bates applies these insights to the world today drawing on fieldwork in zambia and kenya and data from around the
globe he demonstrates how the past can help us to understand the performance of nations in today s developing world
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France in the Middle Ages 987-1460
1991

while the importance of writing has often been recognized the role of books and especially that of libraries has just as often been
slighted knowledge once generated has to be communicated preserved and accessible books in their varying formats from clay
tablets to scrolls and manuscripts to pixels have been instrumental in spreading knowledge although relatively little attention
has been given to the story of books themselves a social history of books and libraries from cuneiform to bytes traces the roles
of books and libraries throughout recorded history and explores their social and cultural importance within differing societies and
changing times it presents the history of books from clay tablets to e books and the history of libraries whether built of bricks or
bytes following an introduction that sets the theoretical basis for the historical importance of books and libraries chapters
alternate between the history of the book and the history of libraries included within the chapters are short excursions on some
particular development such as book emblems or cataloging case studies are given as thematic illustrations of libraries
everywhere patrick m valentine argues that social and cultural forces have been more influential in determining the nature and
status of information books and libraries than has technology but a social history of books and libraries is far from a jeremiad
against technology rather it presents history within the subtle yet shifting context of time and place although written primarily
for librarians and library students it will also be of interest to a wider audience of scholars and those interested in books libraries
and cultural history

Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture
1924

a survey of french history is the only textbook on the history of france to cover the period from clovis through the french
revolution this narrative survey of french history features an integration of social cultural economic and political history

Water Resources Data for Tennessee
1977

contents v 1 arkansas river basin red river basin sabine river basin neches river basin trinity river basin and intervening coastal
basins v 2 san jacinto river basin brazos river basin san bernard river basin and intervening coastal basins v 3 colorado river
basin lavaca river basin guadalupe river basin nueces river basin rio grande basin and intervening coastal basins

Language, Politics, and Society
2000

the charters collected here which were transcribed by the author from diverse sources highlight the circumstances and
motivations for going on crusade all summarized in an introductory chapter much of the material sheds light on the role of the
premonstratensians in preaching the crusade 24 of the 31 charters leave the estate to a premonstrate

The Death Ship of Dartmouth (Last Templar Mysteries 21)
2014-02-27

Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing, Mining, and Trade
Corporations
1978

Document
1875

Impersonal Power
2007-08-31

A World History of Tax Rebellions
2004-06-01

The Development Dilemma
2020-08-04
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The Federal Tax System
1964

A Social History of Books and Libraries from Cuneiform to Bytes
2012-09-27

The Chemical Trade Journal
1888

From Tribes to Nation
2002

Water Resources Data for Texas
1972

Crusade Charters, 1138-1270
2001
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